Strengthening organisations by
looking after your people, assets
and operations globally.

RiskMonitor Pro
RiskMonitor Pro is a web-based portal that
provides travel, security, medical and geopolitical
intelligence, strategic country assessments and
24/7/365 real- time alerts via a single state-of-theart technology platform. RiskMonitor Pro is the tool
of choice for any organisation looking to keep track
of fast-moving security events and long-term risk
trends.

What is RiskMonitor Pro?
To ensure RiskMonitor Pro is the go-to solution
for global security intelligence, our in-house
analysts use a multi-source approach, combining
intelligence from our comprehensive global
networks, cutting-edge social media tools,
privileged and proprietary systems and extensive
industry reach to deliver actionable and timely
information. RiskMonitor Pro features include:
•

Interactive map of risk levels and alerts

•

In-depth risk profiles for over 200 countries/
territories, 300 cities and 900 sub-national
areas

•

Threats and hazards sorted by 25 risk
categories

•

A 1-5 risk rating system split by 0.25
increments to assess local nuances and trends

•

Security alerts delivered 24/7/365 via email,
SMS and/or Push Notification

•

Daily analysis of key risk events, trends and
forecasts around the world

•

Security intelligence for travellers before and
during a trip

Benefits of RiskMonitor Pro
Drill down into provincial detail
We understand that certain regions of the world
are more dangerous than others - which is why
we continually review our ratings and grade risk
across different regions, from a 3.75 on Turkey’s
Eastern front to a more moderate 3.00 in the West.
This enables you to plan journeys with more detail
and keep employees out of harm’s way wherever
they are.
In-depth risk categories
We sort risks across 25 different categories
including medical, environmental, political, security
and infrastructural hazards. This helps you to drill
down into specific risks and make the necessary
mitigation plans to ensure business as usual.

Granular insights for better decision-making
We grade the severity of risks in 0.25 increments,
allowing for more granular assessments that are
reflective of the real world. RiskMonitor Pro ensures
you have better visibility and can make more
informed decisions than ever before.
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Keep travellers safe wherever they are
Our team sends tens of thousands of alerts each
year and you can tailor these to regions of interest
or browse historic alerts by country and category.
Our alerts are widely considered to be among the
quickest on the market and arrive in your inbox as
soon as events unfold, keeping your travellers in
the loop so they can stay out of harm’s way.

Budget friendly
As the base module GlobalRiskManager™ platform,
RiskMonitor Pro provides a lot of intelligence
at budget-friendly prices. Costs decrease as
you purchase more licenses, offering scalable
savings in bulk, while inclusive analyst time and
global travel intelligence could further save your
organisation thousands of pounds.

Easy to set up and use
RiskMonitor Pro is incredibly easy to set up and
start using. We can create an account and get you
logged in on the same day you subscribe - giving
you instant access to our expert global intelligence.
You can also download the phone or tablet app
and use RiskMonitor Pro on the go.

Futureproof tech
We’ve made significant investments into
RiskMonitor Pro to ensure that it is at the very
cutting-edge of risk monitoring technology. It’s
not only user-friendly, but also futureproof. So
you won’t have to worry about upgrading it in the
future.
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